
HL: Psychoanalysis was so very different an
enterprise in its early years. What was it like when
you first became involved with it?

EE: Well, Freud was alive. I was an analysand of Anna
Freud. She and Freud used the same waiting room.
So, very often, if I managed to come a little early for
my hour, I would see Freud open his door and get
his analysand. Now, how can you compare that
situation with anything now? Of course, now we
have great men around too. But I was aware then of
being part of history, of being involved in the real
historical moment.... Now we have to have certain
professional preconditions. But at that time in
Vienna, if the Freuds felt you had a certain sense of
analysis, you could become an analysand of one of
the most outstanding senior members without any
further conditions.... You were invited to become
part of this-this thing,... You know the first
psychoanalytic magazine that appeared in Vienna, I
think, had the title The Psychoanalytic Movement.
Not "The Psychoanalytic Profession," as a
subprofession of another profession. You were part
of a kind of-medical couldn't be the right word-but
kind of a medical movement.
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I´ll tell you a little story about that. I won't say it's typical, but only Anna Freud could do
this. I noticed in the analysis that she was knitting and you know how one is in analysis I
said to her, "Can't you pay attention to what I'm saying? You shouldn't pay so much
attention to your knitting!" No answer. This would be strictly just analyzed.  But there
was one week I was particularly excited about it, and the last hour of that week, as she
said goodbye to me, which was always with a handshake, she handed me-oh, yes, that
was the week I had discussed the fact that we had a little boy at home now, which, of
course, she knew very well. She knew my life very well, because she also worked at the
school. Our son Kai was born. And so she handed me the knitted little sweater and said,
"This is for Kai". And that was that. It could happen, and generally on a level which didn't
interfere. At least, one would assume not.... Nowadays one might say, "Oh, that was not
technical." You see, suddenly it's a technique. Then it was extra technical and it was
when the hour was over. In the hour, everything had been analyzed.

HL: I understand you made contact with
analysis through Peter Blos, who had been
a friend of yours. Heinvited you to come to
Vienna and to teach at the school Anna
Freud was starting. What was it like to live
and work and study with the Freuds?

EE: I taught at the school and, in fact, even
before that, became a tutor of the
Burlingham children and of course, the
Burlinghams lived in the same house as
the Freuds. And in the summer, I was with
them all summer. We went into the woods
together and so on. So I knew the Freuds
very well. Although, of course at that
time one kept one's distance from older
people... There was a formality about social
relations then. Nobody suddenly called
somebody by their first name. So Fieud
always remained the Herr Professor.

And he never had to worry that anybody
would misuse him in an intimate way. But
it is true that the personal relationships
were not avoided to the extent to which
they are now. Anna Freud was my analyst,
but I still met her at meetings and at the
school or we went swimming with the
children in the Danube. But as I say, the
relationships were so respectful and
formal that they wouldn't be misused.



EE: I assume so. But there would also be a warmth about it that extended to the family.
Anna Freud showed some interest in the fact of Kai's birth. But it is really different to
compare this, because it's different countries, different periods of history, and most of all,
the status of psychoanalysis is entirely different... It was adventurous. I didn't know
where it would lead... The analysts were as if converted to something. Certainly not to
something visionary, but to an intellectual philosophical approach. And in the seminars
you heard things discussed which had never been discussed before. Let's say about
children: the early stages the parent's attitude to the children. In other words' it was
wrong to believe this was very highfalutin stuff. The marvelous thing was the
concentration on clinical data and dream analysis and observation of children, and
children's played so on. We suddenly said: "My God, all of this things mean something,
they all hang together." And Freud's theories opened them up. No one had a feeling
these theories were final and unchangeable, but he pointed to these concrete things... I
was especially aware in Freud of something which doesn't come out in his books.

Dorothy Burlingham was in analysis with Freud. The Burlinghams also lived in the same
apartment building as the Freuds. At the same time, every morning at ten o'clock or so,
she drove him out to the dog pound because he couldn't drive. She was an American
and she always had a car there. So she drove him to the pound. It was simply that he
liked dogs very much. It seemed natural to him and it was not avoided. That was done in
a moderately personal way and yet there was a certain formality.

HL: I think, now at days many people would
say it wasn't as possible to separate the two
kinds of relationships and that one had to
continually look for the impact of the
external contact on the transference and the
analytic process.  Was that your experience
as well? Were there repercussions, for
example, of having gotten the sweater, that
then appeared within the analytic hours and
were taken up as such?

His visual intellect. It's interesting to see how he
created a method where the analysand and the
analyst don't face one another for a whole hour. And
yet he was a highly visual person himself. People
hive described how his consulting room was
absolutely filled with little statues. And one patient
said to him, if she wanted to divert his interest a
little, she would just point around the room and
everything changed... When his vacation time came,
summer vacation, he would that night be on the
train to Rome and do nothing for days but look
around at pictures and statues, because he was so
deprived by this distance.



EE: Did I tell you how I came to Boston in the first
place? ln Vienna, now as then, there were the coffee
houses. You sat and had coffee. So I was in one of
the suburbs of Vienna, having a cup of coffee, and a
tram came by, stopped, and off came a fellow I
recognized as being Hans Sachs. And he stood there
and looked around, and didn't know where he was.
So I went over to him and he said, "Well, that's a very
strange business. I'm an old Viennese and this has
never happened to me. I've lost my way. I'm in the
wrong suburb." So I said, "Well, Dr. Sach, I can show
you the way just over the hill into the next suburb."
Which is where he wanted to be. Then he said, "Oh, I
would be very grateful." On the way, he told me
about Boston and what was happening and he said,
"If you ever want to come to America, be sure to
come to Boston." So I thought, of course, it was fate.
Fate that had made him miss his stop, and I came
to Boston.

HL: So because he had lost his way, you found yours.
EE: Exactly.... [Erikson taught a child seminar at the
Boston Psychoanalytic when he first arrived in Boston
and joined Stanley Cobb at Harvard Medical School,
who was very interested in child development.] I joined
them in their research. I had worked with children, and
at that time, the question of how can one observe
directly what so far had only been observed
retrospectively in the lives of adults was quite
important. What does it look like to see it right then
and there? It was so important that my lack of training
in other things didn't seem to matter, and apparently I
had a certain sense for children's experience and that
did it.". So I was included in Boston and it was a
marvelous experience.
HL: Did you establish yourself as a practitioner here as
well when you first arrived?
EE: Yes, I had an office on Marlborough Street.
HL: Which was de rigueur in those days.
EE: Couldn't be finer, could it?

Coming to Boston



HL: I think for me the concept of identity and your
paper on the dream specimen opened a very
important dimension that helped me feel freer in
reconstructing with patients their relationship to
their culture, to their family history and family roots.
EE: I can't help feeling that Freud also saw that
dimension, but it wouldn't have entered into his
books at the time. That is the important thing. At
that time, the most important thing was
understanding the fate of the libido. Its repression,
its coming back, how it is remembered and, most
important of all, how it is transferred. And the
countertransference. So there is a difference
between what one really saw and how one might
have written about it. At the beginning, all of this
[the psychosocial context] was called the outer
world. But I simply couldn't agree. Because how can
you say this is the outer world when you are in the
middle of it and it's right in you?

HL: We are obviously talking about a conceptual
problem that psychoanalysis continues to grapple
with. How do the inside and the outside come
together in one's experience or at least, in our
conceptual language for it? Your concept of identity
attempts to synthesize, or propose a solution for the
knitting together of the inside and the outside.

EE: You see, that's why I bring in the problem of Ice
being translated as "ego", because you know what
the ego is. That's a construct of an inner central
institution. When we speak of identity, then the
sense of identity becomes very important. Identity is
an experience. One feels that certain things are
oneself and belong together. There is a sense of 

[Here Erikson referred to the word actuality as being critical.] In German, wirklichkeit
means wirkin ("doing"). So wirklichkeif really should be actualizing because it has to do
with acting, like interaction. But when it gets translated into English it becomes reality....
And reality-I think one should call it "factuality" because the Latin word res means
"facts." So reality is a set of facts, but actuality is a set of actions and interactions. So often
in Freud the translation sacrifices something. It's the same with the word, which means
"I". lt's always translated as "ego," but for Freud it was a word which just meant "I." The "I,"
which is what we have-what I want to say is ritualized, but I mean, of
course, conceptualized.

On ldentity



EE: [Freud] saw how easily things could be repressed
again. You have it, then it's gone and things are even
worse. But I see something optimistic in what he
found, because ifs all human. If Freud's discoveries
could be maintained and taught, then people of all
kinds can understand one another on the basis of
this new insight. That's what I'm optimistic about. If
you can see how, in psychoanalytic discussion,
people can talk to each other, and can understand
human development as being the development of
all humans, well, that may work for peace in the long
run. Of course, it may also work in the other
direction, toward what I call pseudo-speciation.
People take minor differences between nations and
then asume that people can never live together in
the same world and, therefore, they have to have
war forever.

HL: There is a very different sense and series of connotations and implications in what
you say than in the notion of the ego, as an institution which is more objective and more
external to the sense of self and personal experience.

EE: Yes. But this does not mean denying the ego as an inner institution in its relation to
the libido. This never means one wants to get away from that into a more social theory.
Psychosocial is connected to psychosexual. That's why, for instance, I would speak of an
oral sensory phase. It isn't just orality. The period of <orality is ultimately a period of the
senses: visual, auditory, and so on... (Freud) was so aware, and maybe analysts in general
are rightly aware, that at least for some period analysis was in danger of losing its
insights into the psychosexual. That's what he saw in his students –in Adler and Jung–
the enormous danger that what he had found, which he felt was essential for human
fate, would be repressed. It was really because of that that he stuck to certain definitions
and certain descriptions and was not willing to give in, to let them be pushed aside. And
you can see right away that if someone has a psychosocial theory, how willing people
are to say, "Okey, that replaces the psychosexual'" But why should it? Why shouldn't the
two go together perfectly well?

identity becomes very important. Identity is an experience. One feels that certain things
are oneself and belong together. There is a sense of doing this or that, of being this or
that, and feeling all of it. The sense of "I", in other words, what makes you more, what
makes your sense of being yourself hang together.

About the Future  



I think now of the meeting that we had at the
American Psychiatric Association [May 1984
program, "Psychosocial Implications of Nuclear
Winter". Carl Sagan, John Mack, and I talked. It was
in Los Angeles and four thousand people came to
this meeting. They had to take the biggest hall
available. It's really astonishing. WeIl, it wasn't
exactly psychoanalytic only, of course. But I can't see
how such things could have been expressed
without psychoanalysis or how they could have
been thought about without it.... Psychoanalysis has
opened the possibility of self-knowledge, of not
protecting oneself too much. This, I think, has been
a part of public life. When you read any journal
today, or any magazine, you see that we have the
capacity for self-observation and for admitting all
kinds of things about man which, without
psychoanalysis, would be unthinkable. Then you
have to consider that in some ways psychoanalysis
has become part of any number of academic fields.
It is no longer just what happens in
psychoanalytic institutes.

HL: Do you think there is a new frontier for psychoanalysis? Is there a direction in which
we should be going as a movement?
EE: That would have to do with understanding international aggressive tendencies and
ways of looking at things. We must not forget how history and the technological
capacities of man have developed. International aggression must be recognized as
being much too dangerous for man to continue. Mankind as a whole has to do more
about understanding international aggression than we have done so far; and
psychoanalysis must help by clarifying and actualizing universal coexistence and
interdependence.

Weli, thank you so much. You certainly made me
reminisce and try to think ahead.

Interview conducted by Dr. Howard Levine


